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Takeout Service Automation With Trained Robots in
the Pandemic-Transformed Catering Business
Ting-Yu Lin , Member, IEEE, Kun-Ru Wu , You-Shuo Chen, Wei-Hau Huang, and Yi-Tuo Chen

Abstract—Under strict social-distancing directives during the
COVID-19 pandemic, one of the most impacted businesses is prob-
ably the catering industry, which has been forced to earn their
revenue mainly from delivery and takeout services. However, tra-
ditional takeouts require patrons to wait in line, order and pick
up their meals, incurring unnecessary human contact and service
inefficiency. We observe these drawbacks and propose a contactless
meal order and takeout service (Mots) automated system realized
by AI-assisted smart robots to address the issue. In our Mots sys-
tem, we develop a bump-free schedule based on the Welsh-Powell
coloring algorithm for grouping robots into several non-colliding
moving batches. Simulation results show that our Mots solution
can effectively improve takeout efficiency and promote service
accuracy, boosting business profits up to 95.4% under simulated
cases for various cafeteria scales and shop popularity differences,
compared to the traditional takeout method. Our experiments
suggest that Mots is also capable of accommodating a sudden surge
of arriving patrons within a short period of time. Furthermore, we
have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype to demonstrate our
Mots automated operations.

Index Terms—AI-enabled robotics, service robotics, embedded
systems for robotic and automation, automation technologies for
smart cities, collision avoidance.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S OF mid January 2021, approximately 91 million people
have been infected with the coronavirus and 1.95 million

deaths have been reported worldwide. Now the daily estimate
of COVID-19 confirmed cases still remains high. Our world
has been experiencing a vast lifestyle change due to the global
pandemic. Social-distancing directives for combating the on-
going pandemic have greatly impacted the catering industry,
forcing restaurants to do their business mainly from delivery and
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takeout services. Although the deliver-to-your-home service is
convenient, it often comes with extra delivery fees, so many
people prefer picking up takeout meals themselves.

We observe that, in a busy mall environment or campus
cafeteria during lunch time, depicted in Fig. 1(a), traditional
waiting lines in front of food shops typically vary in length
due to different popularity. For example, among the first eight
arriving patrons, six choose Burger, generating the longest line,
which limits overall system efficiency. Moreover, regular take-
out process involves close physical contact, highly discouraged
during the pandemic. To avoid unnecessary human contact and
increase takeout efficiency, we propose an automated robotic
system, displayed in Fig. 1(b). Our contactless meal order and
takeout service (Mots) offers online orders so that meals can
be prepared beforehand, and allows patrons to arrive at any
empty spot, without having to wait in a long line. Those waiting
spots can be designed in a semicircular shape at fixed locations,
easier to maintain safe social distances between patrons in a
space-limited mall/cafeteria. Arriving patrons fill in the spots
starting from row #1, then row #2, and so on. This way helps
keep the waiting lines short. For the first eight1 arriving patrons,
our system will be notified and their meals will be carried by
smart robots initially located at arbitrary departure positions.
Once robots get ready to serve row #1 patrons, a bump-free
scheduling algorithm comes into play.

As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), potential bumps between robots
should be identified before dispatching meals to patrons. Then
a bump-free schedule divides robots into moving groups that do
not collide. The bump-free grouping strategy is non-trivial as it
can be reduced from the known NP coloring problem, meaning
that currently there does not exist any effective approach able to
produce an optimal coloring (grouping) solution in polynomial
time. To provide a pragmatic solution, our algorithm has been ju-
diciously designed to generate perhaps suboptimal, yet efficient
enough robots moving schedules. Section II will elaborate on
the algorithmic details of our bump-free scheduling. Fig. 1(c),
(d) demonstrates one such possible schedule with two moving
batches, where Batch #1 robots (R1, R3, R4, R6, R7, R8) move
simultaneously and then Batch #2 (R2, R5) follows to complete
the process. Now, our contactless Mots system has successfully
dispatched meals to row #1 patrons with minimal human contact
by maintaining social distances at all times, while effectively

1This number only refers to our Fig. 1 example. In typical catering scenarios,
depending on available space (cafeteria scales) and usable robots, a much larger
number can be applied to encourage higher degree of parallelism in serving
patrons during peak hours.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the traditional takeout waiting lines and our contactless meal order and takeout service (Mots).

improving overall takeout efficiency by practicing parallelism
to speed up the process. We further investigate the system
performance issue (service efficiency and business profits) in
Section III.

Although the life-threatening crisis has brought us various
challenges, we believe it also represents an opportunity to ac-
celerate the automation industry. Our goal is to contribute a
practical IoT-based contactless meal takeout solution via AI-
assisted smart robots during the pandemic to minimize physical
human contact while maintaining satisfactory dietary needs. We
propose to equip each robot with AI-enabled image recognition
function to make the whole takeout experience truly automated,
with a sense of service accuracy and promptness. Our Mots sys-
tem architecture and operation flow are described in Section IV.
Furthermore, Section V reports a real-life Mots prototype with
demo video available at [1].

A. Featured Benefits

We summarize our Mots features as follows.
� Compared to traditional meal takeout service, which in-

volves unnecessary human touch, our contactless system
enables patrons to maintain safe social distances through-
out the whole process.

� Our Mots offers online orders and serves patrons efficiently.
For restaurants that also allow orders in advance [2], arriv-
ing patrons still need to wait in line for pick-up, served
sequentially. By deploying smart robots to serve patrons

row by row, Mots encourages service parallelism and ef-
fectively speeds up the takeout process, providing service
promptness.

� With readily-available image recognition technology [3],
[4], we propose to incorporate AI-assisted smart robots
in our Mots system to reduce human errors, which often
occur when manually retrieving ordered meals for arriv-
ing patrons. By eliminating unnecessary, yet sometimes
inevitable, human flaws during busy meal pick-up hours,
Mots can further improve takeout service accuracy.

II. CONTACTLESS MEAL ORDER AND TAKEOUT SERVICE

(MOTS) VIA SMART ROBOTS

To realize a practical solution, our system allows shop owners
to place a patron’s ordered meal on any available robot Ri

(preferably closest to the shop’s location) and then Mots server
will take care of meal dispatch to the correct patron. Envision a
busy mall/cafeteria environment, being able to dispatch quickly
(and correctly) is essential. In Fig. 1(b), prepared meals are
carried by arbitrary robots to row #1 patrons. Since both the
departing robots and arriving patrons are in no particular order,
we need mechanisms to predict potential bumps before perform-
ing dispatch. Based on basic geometry calculations, we design
one such mechanism for bumping prediction in Section II-A.
Once the bumping relationship between robots is identified, we
introduce our bump-free scheduling algorithm in Section II-B,
and suggest potential improvements on overall service time in
Section II-C and Section II-D, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Potential bumping prediction between any two moving smart robots
Ri and Rj before meal dispatch takes place.

A. Robots Bumping Prediction

In a previous work [5] aiming to schedule collision-free
moving paths for mobile sensors, each sensor is assumed to be a
tiny point (with negligible volume) on a 2-D plane. However, in
realistic settings, moving robots occupy non-negligible space.
Hence we propose to model each robot Ri as a circle centered
at point pi with radius ri, heading for destination point p′i at
moving velocity vi. The travel paths for Ri and Rj can be
formulated as lines Li and Lj respectively, as shown in Fig. 2,
where pij indicates the intersection of Ri and Rj’s travel paths
(which can be obtained by solving the two line equations) and
θij represents the angle generated by the two lines. Define
pi(t) as robot Ri’s centroid position at time t. According to
the Cosine Theorem, we have cos θij = (pipij

2 + pjpij
2 −

pipj
2)/(2 ∗ pipij ∗ pjpij). Consequently, the distance pipj(t)

between robots Ri and Rj at time t can be obtained by first
deriving pipj

2(t) as follows.

pipj
2(t) = pi(t)pij

2
+pj(t)pij

2−2 ∗ pi(t)pij∗pj(t)pij∗ cos θij
= (pipij − vit)

2 + (pjpij − vjt)
2

− 2(pipij − vit)(pjpij − vjt) cos θij

= (v2i + v2j − 2vivj cos θij)t
2

+ 2((vipjpij+vjpipij) cos θij−vipipij−vjpjpij)t

+ pipij
2 + pjpij

2 − 2 ∗ pipij ∗ pjpij ∗ cos θij
Let

a = (v2i + v2j − 2vivj cos θij)

b = 2((vipjpij + vjpipij) cos θij − vipipij − vjpjpij)

c = pipij
2 + pjpij

2 − 2 ∗ pipij ∗ pjpij ∗ cos θij
We have pipj

2(t) = at2 + bt+ c. To ensure robots Ri and
Rj do not bump into each other, the distance pipj(t) must
remain larger than the summation of Ri and Rj’s radius
ri + rj at all times, that is pipj(t) > ri + rj for any time t.
As distance is always non-negative, by squaring both sides of

Fig. 3. Bump-free scheduling example in our Mots system.

the inequality, we have pipj
2(t) > (ri + rj)

2. Define function
f(t) = pipj

2(t) − (ri + rj)
2 = at2 + bt+ c− (ri + rj)

2.
Suppose Ttravel = min{moving_timei,moving_timej}
indicates the shorter travel time for robots Ri and Rj to
complete its dispatch. Since f(t) is a function of time t, as
long as the f(t) curve does not intersect (come across) with
the t-axis during time interval [0, Ttravel], we can infer robots
Ri and Rj are bump-free. Now, the bump-free criterion has
been derived, based on which we can allow two robots to
travel simultaneously (in the same moving batch) if they satisfy
the criterion; otherwise, they must be scheduled in different
moving batches. In our system, robots are equipped with
collision-detection sensors to prevent occasional bumps in
case of prediction inaccuracy. When that happens, involved
robots will stop and wait for Mots server’s instructions before
proceeding further.

B. Bump-Free Scheduling Algorithm

After performing robots bumping prediction, we obtain the
bumping map by connecting any two robots with an edge if
they violate the bump-free criterion, depicted in Fig. 3, to reflect
the conflict relationship of robots’ moving paths. Given the
bumping map, we develop our bump-free scheduling algorithm
as follows. Perceive scheduled moving batches as different ap-
plied colors. Consider an undirected graph, assigning bump-free
batches is equivalent to vertex-coloring the graph such that any
two connected vertices are applied different colors. Recall the
k-coloring NP problem in graph theory, which can be formally
reduced to our batch assigning problem.2 Similarly, obtaining a
bump-free schedule with the optimal (fewest) k batches is not
always possible within a reasonable computation time. Hence,
we need to compromise by using existing polynomial-time
coloring schemes, such as the Welsh-Powell algorithm [6]–[8],
to produce a perhaps suboptimal, yet efficient enough, bump-free
schedule.

2Due to space limitation and to avoid using complex mathematical terms, we
omit the proof details in the article.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS

We start coloring (assigning a moving batch) from the vertex
(robot) having the highest valence. Here we adopt the term
valence, as specified in the Welsh-Powell algorithm, to indicate
the vertex degree, which means the number of connected edges
involved with a vertex. A valence value reflects the vertex’s de-
gree of conflict in the bumping map. Define an ordered setSorder

to include all robots in order of descending valences. In Fig. 3,
for example, R1, R6, R7, and R8 all have the highest valence
2, we propose to break ties using robot’s ID with smallest ID
considered first. So R1 will be assigned to the first moving batch
B1 and then all other non-conflict robots (examined sequentially
in Sorder) including R6 and R3 can be assigned in B1 as well.
Then the assigning (coloring) procedure moves on to consider
next unassigned (uncolored) robot in set Sorder, assigning R7

to batch B2, and all other non-conflict robots including R2, R4,
and R5 can also be assigned in B2. Finally, R8 is assigned to
B3 and bump-free schedule completes. Our idea is to take care
of robots with largest degree of conflict as early as possible, so
that the number of required moving batches can hopefully be
reduced or minimized.3 Table I summarizes used notations and
Algorithm 1 provides our bump-free scheduling pseudocode.

C. Enhanced Overall Service Time

Based on Algorithm 1, we further improve on the overall
service time by considering robots’ moving times. Take Fig. 3
for instance, the number besides each robot indicates its moving
time (in time units). During the bump-free scheduling process,
our algorithm keeps track of dominant robot (with maximum
moving time) in every assigned batch. In our example, R1 is
the dominant robot (with dominant moving time 190 in B1),
whereasR5 andR8 are dominant robots (with dominant moving
times 130 and 170) in B2 and B3 respectively. We observe that,
by switching R1 from B1 to B3, we can effectively decrease
B1’s moving time by 40 time units (from 190 to 150) but increase
B3’s moving time by 20 time units (from 170 to 190), resulting
in a net profit of decreased 20 time units. Similarly, by shifting
R3 from B1 to B3, a net profit of decreased 22 time units can
be benefited. Furthermore, by shifting R5 from B2 to B1, we
obtain a net profit of decreased 3 time units. Consequently, the
overall service time Ttotal has been shortened (from 490 to 445
time units) due to the above batch switching actions.

3Since the batch assigning problem is NP complete, we cannot guarantee the
total batch number obtained from our bump-free scheduling algorithm to be
minimum (optimal).

Algorithm 1: Mots Bump-Free Scheduling.
include all k smart robots in set S;
initiate bumping[i][j] = 0 ∀Ri, Rj ∈ S; // i = 1, . . . , k
for each robot pair (Ri, Rj) where i �= j do

if Ri and Rj predicted to bump into each other then
bumping[i][j] = 1; // with moving speeds vi and vj

end for
clear valencei = 0; // vertex degree for Ri

calculate moving_timei ∀Ri ∈ S;
for (i=1, i++, i ≤ k) do

initiate bumping set Bi = ∅;
for (j = i+ 1, j++, j ≤ k) do

if bumping[i][j] = 1 ‖ bumping[j][i] = 1 then
include Ri into bumping set Bj ;
include Rj into bumping set Bi;
valencei ++; valencej ++;

end for
end for
// bumping map successfully established
sort the coloring order ∀Ri ∈ S in descending valences;
//Ri with max valencei colored first
establish ordered set Sorder to replace S;
// index differs in two sets; for Ri, Rj with same valence,
Ri

// will be considered before Rj if i < j
clear colori = 0, cmax = 0; // used colors count
initiate used colors set U = ∅;
initiate temporary bumping set B = ∅;
initiate set dominantrobot[i] = ∅; dominanttime[i] = 0;
for (i=1, i++, i ≤ k) do

if colori �= 0 then continue;
cmax ++;
U = U ∪ cmax; colori = cmax;
dominantrobot[colori] = Ri;
dominanttime[colori] = moving_timei;
temporary bumping set B = Bi;
for (j = i+ 1, j++, j ≤ k) do

if colorj �= 0 then continue;
if Rj /∈ B then
colorj = colori;
B = B ∪Bj ;
if moving_timej > dominanttime[colori] then
dominantrobot[colori] = Rj ;
dominanttime[colori] = moving_timej ;

end for
end for // bump-free scheduling (coloring) completed
clear Ttotal = TBi

= 0; // moving time for batch i
for (i=1, i++, i ≤ cmax) do
Ttotal = Ttotal + TBi

; // overall service time
end for

By going through every color (assigned batch) in used colors
set U , we examine the corresponding dominant robot and seek
any other possible batch re-arrangements with reduced Ttotal.
In this way, we accelerate the meal dispatching process, further
enhancing our service promptness.
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D. Flexible Grouping Strategy

As an advanced function, we can also adjust robot Ri’s
travel velocity vi to reduce bumping cases. By slowing down or
accelerating velocities, some potential bumps can be resolved,
possibly leading to fewer required moving batches. Furthermore,
for patrons ordering the same meal contents, Mots server can be
designed to flexibly alternate moving paths, selecting a schedule
with smallerTtotal. Ideally, adopting flexible grouping strategies
enables our system to potentially achieve perfect parallelism by
sending out only one batch to serve a single row of patrons.
This part of algorithmic details requires more sophisticated
investigation, and will be directed into our future work.

E. Computation Complexity

Suppose there are n robots serving in a row. Our bump-free
scheduling algorithm first involves solving pair-wise line equa-
tions and examining corresponding function f(t), which re-
quires O(n2) time complexity. Then the vertex-coloring process
for batches assignment adds the computation time by O(n2).
Assume k colors have been applied, where k ≤ n, we can easily
infer the maximum number of robots assigned in a batch is
n− k + 1. For possible enhancement on overall service time,
the batches switching action examining through robots in k
batches results in additional time O(nk). The above performed
computations thus render our algorithm’s time complexity in
asymptotic upper bound O(n2). To further reduce the complex-
ity, we set i robots (currently i = 8) as a computation group in
our program, which requires constant time O(i2). For n robots,
there will be �n/i� computation groups, resulting in O(ni)
computation time. This way may not produce optimal solutions
but can effectively reduce our algorithm’s complexity in linear
time O(n).

III. ANALYSIS ON TAKEOUT SERVICE EFFICIENCY AND

BUSINESS PROFITS

In mall environments, typically the service hours are fixed.
Without automation, a conventional shop can only serve a certain
number of patrons in a day. Our Mots system expects to promote
business sales by providing service efficiency, which not only
attracts more patrons coming, but also brings in better business
income by successfully having more meals sold during open
hours. Suppose patrons keep coming during open hours, the
automated Mots system is capable of accommodating a higher
number of patrons, hence stimulating greater business profits,
compared with the traditional, slow takeout method. From this
perspective, service efficiency can be translated into potential
business profits.

We first provide a comprehensible analysis on Mots perfor-
mance by studying the example in Fig. 1. Assume the catering
business makes μ profits (e.g., dollars) from each patron per unit
time (e.g., per minute). Suppose serving a patron takes one time
unit t. In traditional takeout scenarios, as the longest waiting
line contains six patrons in Fig. 1(a), the system takes 6t in
serving the first eight arriving patrons, producing system profits
of 8/6 ∗ μ= 1.33μ per unit time. On the other hand, suppose a

single batch of robots dispatch takes one time unit, by sending
out two batches of smart robots in Fig. 1(c) and (d), our Mots
system achieves parallelism and spends 2t in serving the eight
row #1 patrons, yielding profits of 8/2 ∗ μ = 4μ per unit time,
more than three times higher business profits compared to the
traditional takeout model.

Suppose there are f food shops creating uneven waiting lines
with lengths Wi, i = 1, . . . , f , we have the longest waiting
length Wmax = max{Wi} in conventional scenarios. Assume
the time for taking order and preparing meal for one patron is
Torder + Tprep, then service efficiency for traditional takeouts
can be expressed by 1

Wmax∗(Torder+Tprep)
. If a meal order and

preparation can be done in one minute, traditional service model
in Fig. 1(a) requires approximately six minutes to serve the
first eight patrons, where system performance is limited by the
longest (most popular) waiting line. The business profits (per
minute) can be expressed as #patrons× µ

Wmax∗(Torder+Tprep)
.

To relieve the service bottleneck, our Mots solution enables
smart robots to serve patrons simultaneously (in parallel) in a
single batch. As all meals have been ordered online and prepared
beforehand (makingTorder + Tprep negligible), service time de-
pends on the number of moving batches computed by our bump-
free scheduling algorithm. SupposeTBi

denotes the moving time
for batch Bi, i = 1, . . . , cmax, where cmax is the used colors
count (recall Table I and Algorithm 1). Then service efficiency
for our Mots system can be expressed by 1∑

i TBi
, and we have

business profits (per minute) equal to #patrons× µ∑
i TBi

. In
Fig. 3 with three bump-free batches scheduled, the total service
time Ttotal =

∑3
i=1 TBi

= 490 or 445 (with batch-switching
enhancement proposed in Section II-C) time units. Here we
define one unit time as the average time our smart robot takes
to travel (move) one grid in distance. From real measurements
in our Mots prototype system, a time unit approximates 0.1
seconds. Therefore, in this example, Mots is capable of serving
the first eight patrons in less than one minute (49 or 45 seconds),
achieving more than six times better service efficiency compared
to the traditional case.

In realistic settings, by expanding the cafeteria area in Fig. 3
approximately four times in size, Fig. 4 shows the earned profits
(times μ per minute) under different patrons arrival rates and
shop popularity variances. Assuming three shops with the most
popular one attracting 1/2, 2/3, and 3/4 arriving patrons, we
simulate small, medium, and high popularity variances among
shops. From small-scale to large-scale cafeterias, we generate
8 (mildly busy) up to 128 (extremely busy) patrons arrival
per minute. The number of patron arrivals is deterministic,
yet with arbitrarily assigned positions. We simulate randomly
positioned patrons and apply our bump-free scheduling algo-
rithm to obtain the profits produced by Mots. As patrons arrival
rate increases, traditional takeout service makes relatively fixed
(limited) amount of business income under a certain popularity
distribution, and the earned profits decrease (dropped from 2μ to
1.5μ then to 1.33μ) when popularity variance rises. In contrast,
our Mots model enables service parallelism by dispatching
meals in batches, and thus encourages remarkable profits boost,
especially when shop popularity variance increases, as shown
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Fig. 4. Potential business profits generated per unit time comparing traditional
takeout model and our Mots solution (assuming three food shops) under different
patrons arrival rates and shop popularity variances.

in Fig. 4(c). For the Mots simulations, each data point has
been obtained from an average of 15 experiments. Under all
simulated cases (different cafeteria scales and shop popularity
variances), our Mots solution promotes an average of improved
66.5% (up to 95.4%) higher business profits than the traditional
takeout model. These results suggest that Mots is not only
efficient but also capable of accommodating a sudden surge of
arriving patrons within a short period of time. We additionally
provide the actual computation time in Table II for all simulated
cases, with statistics obtained from our Mots server, which is a
general-purpose desktop computer (Intel i5-8400 2.8 GHz CPU,
32 GB RAM, Ubuntu 20.04 LTS). The results show that the
required computing time relates to the number of patrons while
irrelevant to shop popularity variance. All computation times
are in milliseconds. Table II verifies our bump-free algorithm’s

TABLE II
AVERAGE MOTS COMPUTATION TIME (MS)

Fig. 5. Mots operation flow and system architecture.

computation time is substantially negligible compared to robots
moving time.

From this set of experiments, we corroborate the service effi-
ciency and potential business profits brought by Mots regardless
of varying cafeteria scales and shop popularity distributions. As
service efficiency enhances to bring in pronounced, noticeable
business profits, we believe the concepts and technologies pro-
posed in our Mots solution can attract more company invest-
ments in catering automation.

IV. MOTS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 5 depicts our Mots operation flow and system architec-
ture. Currently we set up a Linux-based (Ubuntu 16.04) Mots
server, use Android smartphones, and adopt TurtleBot3 (model
Burger) trained as smart robots in our system. Apps are coded in
JAVA (smartphones) and Python (server, robots). We have devel-
oped a proof-of-concept prototype, with which we introduce AI
image recognition technology [3], [4] to cooperate. By attaching
an AI-assisted tag to every ordered meal, food shop owners can
be spared from manually notifying Mots server and, similarly,
Mots server can communicate directly with tags without going
through shop owners. Furthermore, arriving patrons can take
advantage of AI-assisted modules equipped at takeout waiting
spots. Once a patron has been physically present at a takeout
waiting spot, he/she scans the QR code on the camera reader to
automatically notify Mots server. Then a patron’s order ID will
be linked with the corresponding meal tag, instructed by Mots
server to start “blinking”. The blinking action conveniently,
visually, reminds shop owners to place the meal on any available
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Fig. 6. ROS-based TurtleBot3 and Mots system flow.

robot. This feature additionally spares shop owners from the has-
sle of checking app notifications from Mots server. Furthermore,
through AI image recognition technology, our robots can quickly
communicate with Mots server and confirm the correctness of
meal contents. Those AI-enabled automated functions are not
only convenient, but also helpful in eliminating human errors,
especially when dealing with a large number of incoming orders
during peak hours, promoting service accuracy. Apparently,
service accuracy is an attractive feature to companies attempting
to provide both quick and quality (precise) meal order and
takeout experience, with minimal human mistakes.

V. PROTOTYPING EXPERIENCES

In this section, we share our prototyping experiences. Our
current Mots prototype employs eight smart robots that can be
activated to serve arriving patrons in a row. Specific implemented
functionalities are described as follows.

A. Robot Hardware and System Flow

Fig. 6 illustrates an ROS-based TurtleBot3 (Burger Pi) [9]
and detailed Mots system flow. Every smart robot is equipped
with Raspberry Pi 3 embedded board [10], OpenCR [11],
Pi camera [12], plus 4-digit seven-segment display module
(TM1637) [13] and LED. When an ordered meal has been
placed on the smart robot, the corresponding order ID shown on
the display is automatically recognized by AI-assisted camera
module and, along with robot ID, brought back to Mots server.
Then the robot awaits moving instructions from Mots server,
which performs careful bump-free scheduling calculations to
serve arriving patrons in batches. From our prototyping experi-
ences, TurtleBot3 Burger sometimes brings itself to a short pause
in the midst of a traveling path. One reason is possibly due to
the uneven floor on which our robots travel, leading to some
mechanical problem. We have been trying to investigate other
reasons of the sudden halt and work on the moving smoothness in
our experiments. But overall, TurtleBot3 delivers a pretty good
job as a trained smart robot.

B. Online Order App and Backend Server

In our prototype, online order App has been coded in JAVA on
Android platform. Fig. 7 displays the user interface (UI) of the
App pages. Every placed order is finished with a successfully
generated QR code, containing meal contents identified by an
order ID. By simply scanning the QR code at the takeout waiting

Fig. 7. Online order App user interface (UI).

spot, an arriving patron automatically informs Mots server of
both the order ID and patron’s position. A patron’s order will
not be activated for dispatch until he/she has been actually
present at some waiting spot. Our server program has been
coded in Python, same language used for robot code. Currently
the Mots server can only instruct TurtleBot3 to move one-by-
one, affecting the batched moving accuracy of our bump-free
scheduling algorithm. The problem is likely caused by the
robots’ WiFi modules built in Raspberry Pi 3 being unable
to successfully receive multiple instructions from Mots server
under the carrier-sensing access model, resulting in serious
packet collisions. By replacing the built-in WiFi modules with
external high-performance TP-Link USB WiFi interface cards
(TL-WN722 N) in our current prototype, the packet collisions
problem has been noticeably improved, yet not fully solved when
link-layer medium contention is high. We continue to figure out
other solutions to resolving the communications inefficiency
problem. Our goal is to ensure all smart robots scheduled in
the same batch can depart at exactly the same time.

C. Real-Time Image Recognition

To enable complete automation of the takeout process, we
incorporate AI-assisted image recognition functionality in our
prototype. We study various learning techniques for recogniz-
ing numbers, which can be handwritten, printed, or digitally
displayed. Several AI-based modules are readily available. For
example, OCR (Optical Character Recognition), supported by
OpenCV [14], is widely used for recognizing paper text. Another
popular method used to recognize numbers and characters is the
ANPR/ALPR (Automatic Number/License Plate Recognition)
system [15], [16]. A commercial ALPR-based company can
be found at [17]. For handwritten digits, the MNIST dataset
provides a sufficient training set of 60000 examples and a test
set of 10000 examples. In our prototype, we develop a two-layer
CNN model based on MNIST dataset. To prevent the model
from overfitting, 20% of the original training data was taken out
as the validation dataset during the training process. We draw
optimization and performance learning curves to observe the
degree of training. Fig. 8(a), (b) shows that the learning model
of 200-time training epochs exhibits an overfitting. By reducing
the training epochs to 50-time, we obtain a better-fitting learning
model. Therefore, we successfully recognize the Pi camera
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Fig. 8. AI-assited learning curves and CNN-based image (number) recogni-
tion result.

captured image (number) from the seven-segment display in
real time. Fig. 8(c), (d) displays the recognition result. As we
observe local catering businesses, most shop owners are used to
hand-writing order numbers on paper. Through AI technology,
both handwritten and screen digits can be instantly recognized
based on proper dataset such as MNIST. We expect to promote
the service automation not merely for international restaurant
franchises but also among local, traditional mall shops to help
them earn more business profits.

D. Mots in Action

By putting all technological pieces together, we have built a
proof-of-concept Mots prototype realized by AI-assisted smart
robots. This working prototype facilitates us to further inves-
tigate and evaluate service automation solutions in real life. A
brief demonstration video of our Mots operations is available
at [1].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS

In this work, we propose an AI-assisted robotic solution
that offers contactless meal order and takeout service (Mots)
during the coronavirus pandemic. As keeping social distance
has become a new normal, our system aims to minimize human
contact while maintaining satisfactory dietary needs with
service promptness and accuracy. For the post COVID-19 era,
Mots also represents a useful IoT-based real-world solution. In
the near future, we expect to leverage existing IoT development
tools [18] to expand Mots capacity. Our bump-free algorithm,
in particular, can be potentially applied in several related
fields, such as WSN for scheduling collision-free travel
paths of mobile sensors [19], [20] or massive (large-scale)

automated warehouses for efficient order pick-up and dispatch
applications in the automation industry [21], [22]. Despite many
life disruptions brought by the pandemic, we believe this global
crisis actually has been spurring and shepherding numerous
theoretical research ideas into practical innovations.
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